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Luckily there are wonderful Early Music ensembles who make sure with passion that the sound of the 
renaissance and baroque period can be heard also in the 21st century. Ensembles such as La Venexiana. 

Der Tagesspiegel | Pierre Boulez Saal Berlin | Udo Badelt  
 
Aristocratic demand for dramatic, intimate, plaintive duets proved a useful source of income for several 17th-
century composers, eager to show their prowess at setting texts for the fashionable countertenor voice; 
Handel, of course, but also the lesser-known Steffani, Bononcini, Caresana and Marcello. Filippo Mineccia and 
Raffaele Pe unite here to give us a masterclass in this mellifluous repertoire, their diamond-bright voices 
flashing with colour and character. Claudio Cavina directs with an expert ear for this beguiling music’s 
narrative drive, aided by exquisitely sensitive cello, baroque harp, theorbo and harpsichord accompaniment. 

The Guardian | CD A due alti | Stephen Partichard  
 
...there is no sense of academic archaeology here, and very much a spirit of adventure and exploration.  [...] 
This first-class album, graced by attractive notes and just as attractive an acoustic – warm but open – explores 
the genre imaginatively and vividly. 

www.musicweb-international.com | CD A due alti | Jonathan Woolfe  
 
The minimalist approach (the semi-staging of all three Monteverdi operas) suits La Venexiana well, who 
consciously embrace a style of subtlety and reserve. As ever, the superbly harmonized ensemble delivered a 
musical performance of the highest calibre. 

Orpheus Magazin| Schwetzinger Festspiele | Thomas Schmoll  
 
Between 1998 and 2006 La Venexiana committed all of Monteverdi’s madrigals to disc. I remember raving  
over nearly every release as it appeared, finding in their performances not only an infinitely subtle palette of 
colours and shades, but also a nonchalant yet highly characterised delivery of the texts that only an ensemble 
of Italian-speakers could produce. While I still treasure performances by other groups [...] La Venexiana’s 
complete set is far and away the best currently available. 

Early Music Today | CD Box Monteverdi‘s complete madrigals  
 
‘Sospiri d’amore’ – a recital of carefully chosen excerpts, many of which send you off in search of the complete 
opera – has a beautiful ebb and flow to it, moving from the playful (‘Qui cade al tuo pie’) to the desperate (‘Io 
misero fui Rege’) in thoughtful juxtapositions and musical arcs. It helps that Semenzato and Pe take an 
expansive, Italianate approach to this highly rhetorical music, aided by delicate interventions from Cavina’s 
small, infinitely refined band. This is public opera rendered with private immediacy and intensity, and although 
some might miss the brass flurries and fanfares of other recordings, there’s such dramatic flexibility in these 
arias, ariosos and duets that it’s easier to accept a narrower textural canvas. 

www.classicalacarte.net | CD Cavalli | Alexandra Coghlan  
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